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Outcomes of Orbital Atherectomy 
in Patients With Critical Limb 
Threatening Ischemia and Diabetes

Momodou L. Jammeh, MD1;  Julia Suggs, MD1;  George L. Adams, MD, MHS2;  
Ehrin J. Armstrong, MD3;  Jihad A. Mustapha, MD4;  Mohamed A. Zayed, MD, PhD1,5,6,7

Peripheral artery disease (PAD) impacts an estimated 8-12 
million people, with a relative increase in prevalence to 24% 
between 2000 and 2010 in the United States.1-3 Among patients 
with symptomatic progression of the disease, only one-third 
will adhere to risk-factor modification in the form of appropri-
ate diabetes glycemic control, dietary changes, and functional 
exercise programs.4-7 Additionally, it is estimated that nearly 50% 
of individuals with critical limb threatening ischemia (CLTI; 
rest pain or with evidence of lower-extremity/foot tissue loss) 
will progress to limb loss within 2 years.8 Therefore, prompt 
revascularization is often necessary for symptom resolution and 
limb salvage in patients with CLTI,9-11 particularly in individuals 
with diabetes, who are traditionally known to be more prone to 
CLTI-related complications.12-15 It is widely accepted that indi-
viduals with diabetes and CLTI are at higher risk of limb loss if 
urgent revascularization is not performed successfully.

Diabetes is a chronic metabolic condition characterized 
by abnormal glycemic control, and is one of the strongest risk 
factors for progression of PAD.2,12 Individuals with diabetes who 
progress to CLTI have a 30%-45% risk of lower-extremity ampu-
tation, and an estimated 1-year mortality rate of 20% following 
amputation.16-18 Historical data also suggest that patients with 
diabetes and CLTI are more likely to suffer from poor outcomes 
following endovascular revascularization procedures.18 However, 
more recent studies advocate that earlier revascularization with 
catheter-based interventions may improve limb-salvage rates and 
reduce major adverse events (MAEs), particularly in vulnerable 
populations with diabetes and CLTI.19,20 The recent global guidelines 
for the management of CLTI support an aggressive approach to 
revascularization of patients with CLTI, but indicate that there 
is continued debate regarding the clinical efficacy of modern 
endovascular techniques.21 

Abstract
Purpose. Patients with diabetes and critical limb threatening ischemia (CLTI) are at significantly higher risk of limb loss and 
death. We evaluate the outcomes of orbital atherectomy (OA) for the treatment of CLTI in patients with and without diabetes. 
Methods. A retrospective analysis of the LIBERTY 360 study was performed to evaluate baseline demographics and peripro-
cedural outcomes between patients with CLTI, and with and without diabetes. Hazard ratios (HRs) were determined with Cox 
regression to examine the impact of OA in patients with diabetes and CLTI over a 3-year follow-up. Results. A total of 289 
patients (201 with diabetes, 88 without diabetes) with Rutherford classification 4-6 were included. Patients with diabetes 
had a higher proportion of renal disease (48.3% vs 28.4%; P<.01), prior minor/major limb amputation (26% vs 8%; P<.01), and 
presence of wounds (63.2% vs 48.9%; P=.03). Operative times, radiation dosages, and contrast volumes were similar between 
groups. The rate of distal embolization was higher in patients with diabetes (7.8% vs 1.9%; P=.01; odds ratio, 4.33; 95% confi-
dence interval, 0.99-18.88; P=.05). However, at 3 years post procedure, patients with diabetes had no differences in freedom 
from target-vessel/target-lesion revascularization (HR, 1.09; P=.73), major adverse events (HR, 1.25; P=.36), major target-limb 
amputation (HR, 1.74; P=.39), and death (HR, 1.11; P=.72). Conclusion. The LIBERTY 360 study observed high limb preservation 
and low major adverse events in patients with diabetes and CLTI. Higher distal embolization was observed with OA in patients 
with diabetes, but the odds ratio did not indicate a significant difference in risk between groups. 
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Orbital atherectomy (OA) technology utilizes rotational 
techniques to circumferentially debulk and modify the luminal 
wall calcium as a means to create a flow lumen channel through 
obstructed peripheral arterial segments.22,23 While it is suggested 
that patients with diabetes and CLTI may benefit from OA due to 
a higher incidence of medial calcific disease in smaller below-the-
knee tibial arteries, there is currently limited clinical evidence 
that supports this premise. The LIBERTY 360 study captured 
detailed clinical characteristics of patients with symptomatic 
PAD undergoing endovascular revascularization and compiled 
both clinical as well as procedural outcomes.24,25 To elucidate the 
impact of OA on patients with diabetes and CLTI, we conducted a 
subgroup analysis of the LIBERTY 360 study and evaluated patient 
demographics, clinical and procedural data, and lower-extremity 
outcomes over a 3-year follow-up period.  

Methods

Study design. The LIBERTY 360 study is a prospective, obser-
vational, multicenter, clinical study examining the predictors 
of  clinical outcomes in patients undergoing endovascular 
treatment of lesions in the distal superficial femoral, popliteal, 
tibial peroneal trunk, anterior, posterior, or peroneal tibial 
arteries. The study rationale, design, and overall analysis have 
been previously reported.25 The study protocol was developed 
by a steering committee, including principal investigators, rep-
resentatives from the study core laboratories, and the sponsor 
(Cardiovascular Systems, Inc); the sponsor was responsible for 
the oversight of the study. The protocol was ultimately approved 
by the institutional review board at each participating institution 
and registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01855412). 

Study population. The LIBERTY 360 study enrolled patients 
>18 years old with symptomatic PAD (Rutherford classification 
[RC] 2 to 6) and undergoing peripheral revascularization for 
lesion(s) located 10 cm above the medial epicondyle of the femur 
(mid-superficial femoral artery) to the digital arteries. Patients 
that required conversion from endovascular to surgical revascu-
larization were excluded from the study. Detailed patient inclusion 
and exclusion criteria to the LIBERTY 360 study have been previ-
ously described.23-25 Our subgroup analysis included only patients 
with CLTI defined as RC 4, 5, or 6 who underwent OA (all lesions 
treated with Diamondback/Stealth; Cardiovascular Systems, Inc) 
and stratified into groups with diabetes and without diabetes. 

Study outcomes. Multiple prespecified outcomes were collected 
in the LIBERTY 360 study and assessed at various postprocedure 
time points. The primary outcomes of this analysis consisted of 
lesion-level success and death or major amputation within 30 
days. Lesion success was defined as <50% residual stenosis for 
each lesion treated during the index procedure without severe 
angiographic complications (flow-limiting dissections [type C-F], 

perforation, abrupt closure, or distal embolization). Perioperative 
outcomes reported include length of stay, discharge location, and 
access-site complications. MAEs were defined as death within 30 
days of the index procedure, unplanned major amputation of the 
target limb, and target-vessel revascularization as assessed by the 
angiographic core laboratory (SynvaCor/Prairie Educational and 
Research Cooperative) when angiographic images were available. 
A wound was defined as healed at the follow-up visit when the 
area was reduced to zero, including cases where amputation was 
performed and the surgical site was completely healed.

Statistical analysis. Numeric data are presented as mean ± 
standard deviation; P-values were generated using analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) for continuous variables and Kruskal-Wallis test 
for discrete continuous variables. Categorical data are presented 
as number (%) and P-values comparing patients with diabetes 
and those without diabetes were generated using a Monte Carlo 
Approximation of the Fisher’s exact test. Imputation of severe 
angiographic complications for lesion success of core-lab iden-
tified lesions was performed by using site data when the core 
lab was unable to perform angiographic assessment; unadjusted 
odds ratios were calculated using a logistic regression model. The 
Kaplan-Meier time-to-event methodology was used to estimate 
event rates, the log-rank test was used to compare rates over 
time, and a Cox proportional hazard model was used to create 
hazard ratios. Statistical analyses were conducted by NAMSA 
using SAS Software System (SAS Institute, Inc) with statistical 
significance set at P<.05.

Results

Patient characteristics. Of the 1204 subjects enrolled in the 
LIBERTY 360 study from May 2013 to February 2016, a total of 
289 patients had CLTI (120 RC 4, 113 RC 5, and 56 RC 6). Patient 
characteristics, lesion data, and procedural details are sum-
marized in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3, respectively. Among 
patients with CLTI, there were 201 patients with diabetes and 
88 patients without diabetes. Follow-up was available for 89% 
vs 85% of patients with and without diabetes at 30 days, and 
42% vs 40% at 3 years.

As summarized in Table 1, patients with diabetes and CLTI 
tended to be younger (69.3 ± 11.0 years vs 73.6 ± 12.5 years; P<.01), 
comprised a smaller percentage of patients over the age of 75 years 
(32.3% vs 52.3%; P<.01), and more frequently had renal disease 
(48.3% vs 28.4%; P<.01), hypertension (96.5% vs 86.4%; P<.01), 
and a higher body mass index (30.5 ± 6.5 kg/m2 vs 26.1 ± 6.3 kg/
m2; P<.01). Patients with diabetes were also more likely to have 
never smoked (43.3% vs 28.4%; P=.02) and had similar rates of 
myocardial infarction (26.4% vs 25.0%; P=.88) and stroke/transient 
ischemic attack (14.9% vs 11.4%; P=.46). There was no difference 
in prior target-limb peripheral vascular interventions between 
patients with and without diabetes. Previous minor/major limb 
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amputations were more likely in the diabetes cohort (26% vs 8%; 
P<.01), with all prior target-limb amputations limited to toes or 
foot and no above-ankle amputations. In addition, patients with 
diabetes and CLTI were more likely to have unhealed wounds at 
the time of intervention (63.2% vs 48.9%; P=.03) and those without 
diabetes predominantly had RC 4 CLTI (36.8% vs 52.3%; P=.02).

Lesion and procedure outcomes. A total of 260 lesions (1.3 ± 0.5 
lesions per patient) were treated in patients with diabetes and 
CLTI and 106 lesions were treated in those without diabetes (1.2 ± 
0.5 lesions per patient) (Table 2). Compared with patients with 

no CLTI,24 patients with CLTI that we evaluated in our subgroup 
analysis overall had more severe lesion characteristics (Table 
2). However, we observed no significant difference in the rates 
of infrapopliteal disease (64.6% vs 54.7%; P=.10), average lesion 
length (118.3 ± 106.5 mm vs 137.5 ± 128.5 mm; P=.15), or the 
prevalence of calcified lesions (68.8% vs 61.3%; P=.20) between 
patients with CLTI and with vs without diabetes. While severe 
stenosis (71%-99%) was more common in patients with diabetes 
(40.7% vs 27.2%; P=.02), those with diabetes were less likely to 
have chronic total occlusions (30.8% vs 46.6%; P<.01) and had 
a lower incidence of zero run-off vessels (7.7% vs 16.3%; P=.05). 

Table 1. Patient demographics.

With Diabetes  
(n = 201 patients, 260 lesions)

Without Diabetes  
(n = 88 patients, 106 lesions) P-Value

Age (years) 69.3 ± 11.0 73.6 ± 12.5 <.01

Age ≥75 years 65 (32.3%) 46 (52.3%) <.01

Female 72 (35.8%)  33 (37.5%) .79

Body mass index (kg/m2) 30.5 ± 6.5 26.1 ± 6.3 <.01

Smoking

   Current/former 114 (56.7%) 63 (71.6%) .02

   Never 87 (43.3%) 25 (28.4%)

Hyperlipidemia 172 (85.6%) 73 (83.0%) .60

Hypertension 194 (96.5%) 76 (86.4%) <.01

Renal disease 97 (48.3%) 25 (28.4%) <.01

On hemodialysis 25/97 (25.8%) 5/25 (20.0%) .61

Coronary artery disease 134 (66.7%) 51 (58.0%) .18

Myocardial infarction 53 (26.4%) 22 (25.0%) .88

Stroke/transient ischemic attack 30 (14.9%) 10 (11.4%) .46

Prior peripheral vascular intervention

    Medical 88 (43.8%) 38 (43.2%) >.99

   Endovascular (target limb) 61 (30.3%) 24 (27.3%) .41

   Bypass surgery (target limb) 10 (5.0%) 3 (3.4%) >.99

Prior limb amputation 52 (25.9%) 7 (7.95%) <.01

Prior major amputation, non-target limb 11 (5.5%) 4 (4.5%) >.99

Rutherford classification

   4 74 (36.8%) 46 (52.3%) .02

   5 83 (41.3%) 30 (34.1%) .29

   6 44 (21.9%) 12 (13.6%) .11

Wounds                      

   Total patients 127 (63.2%) 43 (48.9%) .03

   Surface area (cm2) 9.7 ± 37.5 2.6 ± 6.8 .08

Data presented as mean ± standard deviation or number (%). 
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The use of balloon angioplasty was similar between patients with 
vs without diabetes, ie, plain old balloon angioplasty (84.1% vs 
81.8%; P=.61), drug-coated balloon (6% vs 5.7%; P>.99), and cutting 
balloon (10% vs 11.4%; P=.68) (Table 3). Meanwhile, primary 
stenting (non-bailout preplanned stenting) was less frequent in 
patients with diabetes (10.4% vs 20.5%; P=.03). Lesion treatment 
success rate was the same between groups, with similarly low 
rates of severe dissection or perforation and low rates of bail-out 
stenting observed across groups (2.5% vs 3.4%; P=.70). Of note, 
the distal embolization rate was higher in treated lesions of 
diabetic patients (7.8% vs 1.9%; P=.01; odds ratio [OR], 4.33; 95% 
confidence interval [CI], 0.99-18.88; P=.05) (Figure 1). 

In addition, there was no difference in procedure and total 
fluoroscopy times between groups, but lower volume of contrast 
was used in patients with diabetes (147.0 ± 78.5 mL vs 170.6 ± 119.6 
mL; P=.05). While in-hospital admission rate, time in intensive 
care, and discharge location were the same across both groups, 
patients with diabetes had a longer length of stay (56.5 ± 112.1 
hours vs 23.2 ± 30.6 hours; P<.01) (Table 4). 

Event rates and wound healing. There was no significant dif-
ference in primary outcomes of rates of freedom from all-cause 

death (hazard ratio [HR], 5.73; 95% CI, 0.75-43.8; P=.09), major 
target-limb amputation (HR, 1.74; 95% CI, 0.19-15.6; P=.62), and 
major amputation or death (HR, 3.05; 95% CI, 0.38-24.8; P=.30) 
within 30 days in patients with diabetes (Table 5). At 3 years, 
patients with diabetes also had similar rates of freedom from 
MAEs (62.5% vs 63.3%; HR, 1.25; 95% CI, 0.77-2.01; P=.36), all-
cause death (73.1% vs 75.7%; HR, 1.11; 95% CI, 0.63-1.97; P=.72), 

Figure 1. Incidence of severe angiographic complications in the diabetic 
vs non-diabetic groups.

Table 2. Baseline lesion characteristics.

With Diabetes  
(n = 201 patients, 260 lesions)

Without Diabetes  
(n = 88 patients, 106 lesions) P-Value

Lesion characteristics

   Number of lesions 247 99   -

   Length (mm) 118.3 ± 106.5 137.5 ± 128.5 .15

Severe stenosisa 103/253 (40.7%) 28/103 (27.2%) .02

Chronic total occlusion 78/253 (30.8%) 48/103 (46.6%) <.01

Calcified 165/240 (68.8%) 57/93 (61.3%) .20

Lesion location

   Superficial femoral artery only 3 (1.2%) 4 (3.8%) .11

   Superficial femoral artery to popliteal 29 (11.2%) 10 (9.4%) .71

   Superficial femoral artery to below the knee 7 (2.7%) 6 (5.7%) .21

   Popliteal only 32 (12.3%) 12 (11.3%) .86

   Popliteal to below the knee 21 (8.1%) 16 (15.1%) .06

   Below the knee only 168 (64.6%) 58 (54.7%) .10

Pretreatment run-off 

   3 28/182 (15.4%) 12/80 (15.0%) >.99

   2 73/182 (40.1%) 27/80 (33.8%) .34

   1 67/182 (36.8%) 28/80 (35.0%) .89

   0 14/182 (7.7%) 13/80 (16.3%) .05

Data presented as mean ± standard deviation or number (%). 
aPeripheral Academic Research Consortium definition of severe stenosis (71%-99%).
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major target-limb amputation (93.3% vs 95.8%; HR, 1.74; 95% CI, 
0.49-6.17; P=.39) and target-lesion/target-vessel revascularization 
(67.3% vs 65.8%; HR, 1.09; 95% CI, 0.66-1.81; P=.73) (Figure 2). At 
12 months, wounds identified at baseline on the target limb had 
completely healed in 67/88 patients with diabetes (76.1%) and 
21/27 patients without diabetes (77.8%). These wound-healing 
rates increased to 76/78 patients with diabetes (97.4%) and 24/24 
patients without diabetes (100%) at 2 years.  

Discussion

This retrospective subgroup analysis of prospectively collected 
data from the observational, multicenter LIBERTY 360 trial sum-
marizes the outcomes of OA in 289 patients with CLTI stratified 
according to diabetes status. Although our study is inherently 
limited by its retrospective nature, our analysis provides various 
important observations. First, predisposing risk factors for PAD 
appeared to be different across patients with or without diabetes. 
While obesity and chronic kidney disease rates were significantly 
higher in patients with diabetes, smoking and older age were 

more common in patients without diabetes. Second, this study 
demonstrated that patients with CLTI and diabetes benefited from 
OA to the same extent as patients with no diabetes, which resulted 
in high rates of limb salvage (>93%) and low rates of MAEs and 
TLR/TVR over a 3-year period. Additionally, the 3-year mortality 
rates of 26.9% and 24.3% for patients with and without diabetes 
were also well below the previously reported 3-year mortality of 
40%-60% in patients with CLTI.26,27 It is important to note that we 
observed high rates of wound healing in both patients with and 
without diabetes, which may be due to enhanced continued care-
ful outpatient surveillance and follow-up during the prospective 
study period.

Based on historical data, patients with diabetes carry a signifi-
cantly higher burden of advanced CLTI with largely infrapopliteal 
disease, while smokers have more commonly associated occlusive 
disease in more proximal aortoiliac and femoral-popliteal arterial 
segments.13,14 Interestingly, in this study, the distribution of infrap-
opliteal disease was only slightly higher in patients with diabetes, 
and not significantly different from patients without diabetes 
(Table 1). Similarly, the severity of vessel-wall calcification and 

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier estimates of rates of freedom from (A) target-vessel/target-lesion revascularization; (B) major adverse events; (C) major 
target-limb amputation; and (D) all-cause death over a 3-year period.
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Table 3. Procedure details and device selection.

With Diabetes (n = 201) Without Diabetes (n = 88) P-Value

Operative time (minutes) 74.1 ± 38.7 78.4 ± 45.1 (n = 87) .41

Fluoroscopy time (minutes) 25.4 ± 18.3 (n = 200) 24.6 ± 16.8 (n = 87) .73

Contrast (mL) 147 ± 78.5 (n = 199) 170.6 ± 119.6 (n = 87) .05

Target lesions n = 260 n = 106

Target lesions treated (mean) 1.3 ± 0.5 1.2 ± 0.5 .16

Target lesions treated/patient

   1 149 (74.1%) 72 (81.8%) .18 

   2 46 (22.9%) 14 (15.9%) .21

   ≥3 6 (3.0%) 2 (2.3%) >.99

Lesion success 192/244 (78.7%) 83/98 (84.7%) .16

Angiographic complications 33/255 (12.9%) 9 (8.5%) .21

Severe dissection 5 (1.9%) 4 (3.8%) .37

Vessel perforation 3 (1.2%) 4 (3.8%) .18

Abrupt closure 6 (2.3%) 2 (1.9%) .79

Distal embolization 20/255 (7.8%) 2 (1.9%) .01

Largest sheath size used

   4 Fr 10 (5.0%) 2/87 (2.3%) .52

   5 Fr 50 (24.9%) 21/87 (24.1%) >.99

   6 Fr 126 (62.7%) 48/87 (55.2%) .24

   7 Fr 15 (7.5%) 16/87 (18.4%) .01

Devices per subject (n) 3.1 ± 1.9 3.3 ± 2.0 .37

Orbital atherectomy 201 (100%) 88 (100%) >.99

Angioplasty balloon 

   Plain old balloon angioplasty 169 (84.1%) 72 (81.8%) .61

   Drug-coated balloon 12 (6.0%) 5 (5.7%) >.99

   Cutting balloon 20 (10.0%) 10 (11.4%) .68

Stenting

   Primary 21 (10.4%) 18 (20.5%) .03

   Drug-eluting stent 8 (4.0%) 5 (5.7%) .54

   Bare-metal stent 12 (6.0%) 13 (14.8%) .02

   Bail-out stent 5 (2.5%) 3 (3.4%) .70

Access hematoma 6 (3%) 8 (9.1%) .04

Post-treatment run-off

   3 36/155 (23.2%) 9/62 (14.5%) .19

   2 69/155 (44.5%) 25/62 (40.3%) .65

   1 49/155 (31.6%) 27/62 (43.5%) .12

   0 1/155 (0.6%) 1/62 (1.6%) .49

Data presented as mean ± standard deviation or number/total (%).
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lesion extent were comparable between patients with and without 
diabetes. This observation may be due to an older cohort of patients 
without diabetes, who were thus more likely to have a higher pe-
ripheral arterial calcific plaque burden. Arterial wall calcification 
is known to increase with age and in this study, 52% of patients 
without diabetes relative to 32% of patients with diabetes were 
>75 years old (Table 1).

Nearly 70% of patients with CLTI treated with OA also had 
diabetes, the majority of whom had RC 5 or 6 disease. While the 
rates of wound healing in the current study remained high in 
both populations, a prolonged period of careful surveillance and 
follow-up was needed during the course of the study to ensure 
appropriate data collection. This likely improved podiatric and 
wound care during the postoperative surveillance period and may 
have contributed to the impressively high limb-salvage rates. It is 
also important to note that prior amputations were 3 times more 
likely in patients with diabetes and overall mortality was also 
numerically higher in patient with diabetes (Table 1). Overall, 
these data demonstrate that although patients with diabetes were 
more vulnerable and at higher risk of limb loss, the incidence of 
MAEs remained low and comparable to patients without diabetes. 

Revascularization remains imperative to limb preservation 
and survival in patients with CLTI and diabetes. Endovascular 

interventions were once considered prohibitive in these challenging 
patients given the high burden of infrapopliteal disease. However, 
recent data demonstrate that early revascularization coupled with 
close surveillance can be very beneficial regardless of approach 
to revascularization.9-11,17,23 Adam et al reported that diabetes was 
independently associated with higher repeat target-extremity 
revascularization after balloon angioplasty, with similar rates of 
clinical success relative to bypass surgery.25 Similarly, in a recent 
meta-analysis of several randomized control trials, it was observed 
that relative to plain balloon angioplasty, both drug-coated balloons 
and drug-eluting stents had improvement in arterial patency and 
reduced the need for recurrent below-knee TLR.27,28 Patients with 
diabetes remain at major risk for calcific disease, which in turn 
predisposes to higher rates of restenosis, flow-limiting dissection, 
or vasospasm with endovascular intervention. As such, atherectomy 
techniques are becoming increasingly more popular for plaque 
modification and prepping the vessel wall to maximize luminal 
gain with subsequent balloon angioplasty and/or stenting. 

In this study, OA with the Diamondback 360 or Stealth 360 
(Cardiovascular Systems, Inc) was utilized in all patients. These 
OA systems utilize centrifugal force with bidirectional sanding 
to eccentrically create a luminal channel. In a non-randomized 
multicenter study, Safian et al reported up to 90% procedural 

Table 4. Postprocedure disposition and in-hospital outcomes. 

With Diabetes (n = 201) Without Diabetes (n = 88) P-Value

Admitted 99 (49.3%) 40 (45.5%) .61

Intensive care unit 11/99 (11.1%) 5/40 (12.5%) .78

Indication to admit

   Standard at site 63/99 (63.6%) 28/40 (70.0%) .56

   Observation 11/99 (11.1%) 7/40 (17.5%) .40

   Additional therapy 25/99 (25.3%) 5/40 (12.5%) .11

Length of stay (hours) 56.5 ± 112.1 23.3 ± 30.6 <.01

   Discharge location

   Home 186 (92.5%) 80 (90.9%) .64

   Rehab hospital 6 (3.0%) 1 (1.1%) .68

   Acute care hospital 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.1%) .30

   Skilled nursing facility 7 (3.5%) 6 (6.8%) .23

Discharge medication 

   Aspirin 156 (77.6%) 71 (80.7%) .64

   Clopidogrel 143 (71.1%) 71 (80.7%) .11

   Prasugrel 9 (4.5%) 4 (4.5%) >.99

   Dual antiplatelet 128 (63.7%) 64 (72.7%) .14

   Warfarin 13 (6.5%) 4 (4.5%) .60

Data presented as mean ± standard deviation or number/total (%).
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success rates (<30% residual stenosis) with low rates of  ad-
verse events and no major amputations at 6 months after OA 
in infrapopliteal lesions.23 Similarly, adjunctive OA yielded nu-
merically higher procedural success and freedom from TLR than 
balloon angioplasty alone in CLTI patients at 1 year.29 Our findings 
indicated that these outcomes can be extended to patients with 
diabetes that are also treated with OA. However, we observed a 
significantly higher rate of distal embolization in the cohort of 
patients with diabetes (Table 3), although the odds ratio did not 
indicate a significant difference in risk between groups. Therefore, 
it may be prudent to adopt embolic protection strategies when 
intervening on this patient population. Recently, CSI received 
United States Food and Drug Administration approval for the 
Wirion embolic protection system, a distal embolic protection 
filter that can be used during OA procedures.30

Our results should be interpreted within the context of the 
limitations of the LIBERTY 360 study, which was a non-random-
ized, large, multicenter, observational study. Device selection 
and optimal therapy were not standardized, and were based on 
the operator’s discretion. Accordingly, the study groups in our 
current subgroup analysis had different comorbidities, and no 
true control group comprised of matched patients with diabetes 
and CLTI who only received angioplasty without OA. In addition 
to small sample sizes, there was a near 60% attrition rate observed 
in both patients with and without diabetes. As such, our study 
might be underpowered to demonstrate differences in outcomes 
of OA in patients with or without diabetes. A randomized study 
or pair-matched cohorts might allow for better generalization 
of our findings. Likewise, wound extent and infection status 
contribute to limb loss as much as degree of ischemia. Therefore, 

utilization of a classification scheme such as the wound, ischemia, 
and foot infection (WIFI) scoring system may provide a better 
correlation with clinical outcomes. In this posthoc analysis, such 
a categorization remained out of reach.

Conclusion 

Diabetes and CLTI were associated with higher rates of renal 
disease, hypertension, obesity, and unhealed wounds, indicating 
higher rates of severe peripheral ischemia. However, there was 
no difference in the combined risks of major amputation or death 
between patients with and without diabetes, with high rates of 
limb preservation and low MAE rates in both groups at 3 years. 
A significantly higher rate of distal arterial embolization was ob-
served with OA in patients with diabetes; however, the odds ratio 
did not indicate a significant difference in risk between groups. 
These results highlight the potential importance of distal embolic 
protection during OA in this population. Future trials should 
focus on the comparative effectiveness of OA in patients with 
CLTI and diabetes with variable peripheral arterial calcification, 
chronic total occlusions, and other complex lesion characteristics.
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